Adapted from an idea by **Nature Detectives**, run by the Woodland Trust in the UK

www.naturedetectives.org.uk
A LITTLE NOTE
FOR YOU

A-HOY!

This here is your very own
NATURE EXPLORER'S LOG BOOK

Staple the sheets together, find some
trees and then you're ready.
Get out the crayons, paint, pens
and pencils and

DO YOUR WORST!

Colour it in From top to bottom.
When you're done - find some more trees,
print & make another book and
DO IT ALL AGAIN!

hope you like it.... ×بخ
This is the nature explorer's log book. Unless you have been invited, please keep your big OUT!

YEAH! KEEP OUT!
I walked amongst the trees

I went with:

My mum / My dad / My friend / My cat / My school
A wizard / Scouts / Girl Guides someone else...

WHO?
We got there by...
Aeroplane / by boat / Bus
Train / in a truck / on my bike
Walking / by chauffeur driven limousine
anything else?

This is a picture of us exploring nature...
THE TREES I SAW WERE...

Draw branches to the words that describe the trees you saw.

Beautiful
So tall I couldn't see the tops
Full of leaves

Chopped down
Mossy
Full of gumnuts
Swaying

Rough
Creaking
Scary

Bare
Wide
Old

For birds to nest

ADD YOUR OWN WORDS TOO!
THINGS I SAW

If you saw it, tick it!

- Earthworm
- Lorrikeets
- Butterflies
- Kookaburas
- Animal holes
- A bird's nest
- Mushroom
- Litter
- Gumnuts
- Seeds from trees
- Gum trees (what kind?)
- Wattle tree
- My friend
- Who's your friend
- A snake
WHAT SHAPES OF LEAF DID YOU SEE?
Draw them onto this branch
The best things I...

saw

heard

touched

smelt
Here are some frames.
You could...
write poems in them,
draw pictures in them.
or
stick leaves and other treasures from nature in them.

What else could you do with them?